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The lawyers at Parker Waichman, LLP have an
opposite view and will assist any abused Jew by offering
free confidential lawsuit consultations.
Lead rabbis have the power to shut people up, like the
Catholic Hierarchy did for years. Rabbi Rosenberg,
the main whistleblower, has now been ostracized from
his own Jewish faith, for exposing an assembly line of
pedophile abusers who are rabbis, teachers and doctors. He
maintains an active TWITTER page - whistleblower
hotline.
(This research is mostly taken from an article by Jack Burns, journalist,
educator, investigator reporter, Internet Free Thought Web Site - 10/14/2018)

In conclusion we can ALL say, “He that is without sin cast
the first stone.” Jn 8:7

YOUR HEALTH AND RELIGION
People who attend religious
services live longer and are
generally healthier, less
depressed and less likely to
be disabled. The University
of Texas at Austin did a study
led, by Robert A. Hummer.
They found Christians that
attend services once a week
live on an average 6 years
longer than non-attendees. Those that attended more than
once a week lived 8 year longer, while African American
Christians lived fourteen years longer.
Many Catholics have witnessed how after last rights are
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given to a dying person, many improve substantially, after
receiving the Body of Christ in the Eucharist.
Dr. Terry Grossman a longevity medicine doctor
statistically concluded, 35% of people live longer after
seventy, if they have a sense of humor.
www.grossmanwellness.com
I firmly believe my crazy sense of humor has kept me alive
and that laughing is a form of Prayer!
No heartfelt laughter ever came out of Hell. Gensis 21:16
Sarah then said, God has given me cause to laugh, and all
who hear of it will laugh with me. --- Job 8:21 He will fill
your mouth with laughter.
Saints are not morbid. They have a positive attitude.
KEEP SMILING ! We are one Big Family. We have, God
as Our Father, as we pray His Prayer. He gave us a Blessed
Mother to bring us His Son, Jesus. We are all brothers and
sisters in His Mystical Body helping each other to save our
souls. Live these truths faithfully and you need not to look
for happiness it will find you.

PROVERBS 10 Verses 27 - The fear of the Lord prolongs

life, but the years of the wicked are brief. 28 - The hope of the
just brings them joy, but the expectation of the wicked comes to
naught.
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The Family Unit Is The Essence Of A Nation

Mystic Maria Esperanza, Servant of God explained the rationale for the
apostolic emphasis, noting that in our day the families of the
middle class are suffering from devasting spiritual crisis and fragmentation…
Maria was called and blessed by God to address this kind of poverty, and this
is what she did. She broadened her response to this spiritual destitution by
instructing her followers, in all the Betanias around the world, to plan
prayer meetings with the middle class. The family is the basic cell of
society, and so, society passes by way of the family. When the family is strong
society is strong. When society is broken, society is broken. The healing of the
family is therefore the pathway to universal reconciliation. This is why Maria
Esperanza proclaimed, “Family is the glory of the nations and every day’s joy at home.” This is the practical means of
establishing global reconciliation called for in Betania. (Paraphrased from Fr. T. Byerley’s , biography of Maria
Esperanza, “Grace of Betan

Our Holy Mother’s Last Prediction At Fatima 1917,
“Satan Will Attack The Family”
We all know how the cultures
of the world have slowly and
effectively
desensitized
the
sanctity of the family, by
Satan’s cohorts within our world
governments.
At
one
time
Modesty,
and
Purity
were
cherished, as was Chasity before
marriage of a man and woman.
Today Heterosexual or Homosexual
Cohabitation is acceptable by the
“Present Liberal Culture, PC.” We
Christians believe that the Bible is
the Word of God, and the acts of
homosexuality and fornication are defined as very serious
sins and contrary to natural law.
(Biblical Research defines these acts very clearly & the
consequences: Eph 5:5-7, Gal 5:16-21, Rev 21:5-8, Rev 22:1416, Mt 15:19-20, Cor 5;9-20, Col 3:5-6, 1 Thess 4:1-8, Tim
1:8-11)

Politically Correct thinking has defined homosexuality as
a natural legitimate alternative life style. This man-made
definition is now in many text books for our children to be
indoctrinated throughout the country. PC will consider you
a bigot if you oppose.

This Politically Correct, Humanistic, Socialistic,
philosophy has begun a war against Christianity and
especially the Catholic faith. If you call yourself a
Catholic and accept, “Pro-Choice”, even in rape
situations, you are not a practicing Catholic, you
are a member of the “Culture of Death Faith”. You
actually help promote the murder the helpless innocent
children in the womb. The soul of a child in the womb
is infinite.
There is BIG MONEY in abortion, just
examine the cash flow sheets of Planned Parenthood, the
free-lance “MD Abortionists”, and the under the table cash
received for illegal baby parts. What makes this even
more abhorrent is the USA government assists these
murders with our tax money, by giving Planned
Parenthood about 500 MILLION DOLLARS per
year!
This present evil culture has even gone after
Christian businesses as Hobby Lobby, Chick fil a, and a
Florist business. They are all Pro-Life Christians and
therefore considered “Homophobic” by the Politically
Correct or the Schumer Democratic “Main Stream”
Values Philosophy. They even went after the Little
Sisters of the Poor.
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Faithfull Christians are not homophobic! They are bound by the second commandment; To Love Thy
Neighbor as Thy Self. There are no conditions to this commandment.
The abortion, and homosexual
cultures are excellent at false logic and making Christians look unloving. We are bound to love the person not the act of
homosexuality. Christians are hated and harmed and most of this is hidden by most of the evil media.
We have been told in the Bible this day would come:

Sex Abuse By All Religious Clergy Affects The Family
(Be careful what you read, some of it is not true, and has been twisted to fit the hate Catholic
narrative. Most of the accusations reported by the liberal media have reported 300 priest
predators and 1000 abused children. None of these reported claims have been verified by a
grand jury. True, there has been some verified abuse by Catholic
clergy, Protestant clergy, and Jewish clergy. We will examine some facts.

Isaiah 5-18 ~ Woe to those who tug at guilt with cords of perversity. Verse-20, Woe, to those who call evil good and
good evil. A few examples: Abortion, the Act of Homosexuality, Fornication, (Man and women living together without
entering the Sacrament of Marriage), the evil of bearing false witness is even one of the 10 Commandments. Jesus Christ
was put to death due to false witnesses. Do you see any of this happening today?

First, fear not, church history has shown there is hope and our patroness’s name,
Esperanza, means hope. A member of the laity past, Mystic Saint Catherine of Siena, helped
eradicate the same sex scandal in the thirteen hundreds. Once again, I quote the late, Ven.
Bishop Fulton Sheen, “You the LAITY will save the Church in the Future!” The future is
now. We are living, in the Last Days, of an evil era as predicted.

2 Timothy 2, 4, 12 ~ But understand this, there will be terrifying times in the last days. People will be self-centered and lovers of
money, proud, haughty, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, irreligious, callous, implacable, slanderous, licentious,
brutal, hating what is good, traitors, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure, rather than lovers of God, as they make a pretense of
religion but deny its power.

Do not abandon ship. These end times, have been predicted in the Bible and by Saint Louis DeMonfort; Greater saints will assist
mankind to an era of world peace. This Catholic ship will never sink. It will be guided by a purified officer dedicated to “Our Lord
Jesus Christ” and will sail us through these rough waters and bring us to the Light of the Holy Spirit to be welcomed at the shore by
Jesus, in The Holy Eucharist and Our Holy Mother! (Paraphrased from St. Louis De Montfort.)

Yes, all this is clearly happening today.
Is the late, Cardinal Frances George, prediction becoming a reality? “I expect to die in my bed, my successor in prison,
and his successor will die a martyr in the public square…” All for being Catholic!

Sex Abuse Facts In: Public Schools - Protestant & Jewish Faiths
Public School Abuse

Prayer was taken out of our schools, (We are now witnessing what has happen to our schools since then. We took
God out and Satan moved in with his socialistic liberal cohorts teachers.) Even the Pledge of Alliance is being attacked
because it has the word God in it. Same is true of all our government buildings. Anything pertaining to God must be
removed.

This public-school stats were sent to me from, Frank Russo,
President of New York, American Family Association. They
publish a very informative newsletter that I recommend.
You may call Mr. Russo at 516-767-9179 and become a
member.

I am not paranoid about the attack on Christianity and the family unit. You have to be deaf, dumb, and blind not to see
what is going on in our Politically Correct Decadent Culture. We have been plagued with this EVIL by today’s “New
Satanic Bibles”: The liberal Hollywood mentality, the liberal False Media, including most of TV programing, even
many politicians that call themselves Christian or Catholic, that support abortion and same sex marriage, and go to
communion on Sunday. This confuses the laity and causes tremendous scandal.

The child abuse problem in our public schools is over 100
times larger as compared to the Catholic Church. (29,000
victims in our Public Schools per year compared to 220
victims per year in the Catholic Church.)

You cannot vote for a politician that is pro-abortion and same sex marriage and call yourself a Catholic. It’s mortal sin.
This anti-God disease has also infected the IRS, FBI, the Internet, Facebook, Twitter, Google, and
false-Christians. A Liberal, Socialistic Catholic is an oxymoron. You still do not believe this attack is
happening? Buy the book, “Hating Jesus: The American Left’s War on Christianity”, by Matt Barber and
assisted by Paul Hair. I must add here thousands of souls prefer to live as if there is no God, Heaven or Hell. This
allows them to do whatever they want. They are atheistic, materialistic, sensualistic, social justice free
loaders, anarchist, and the conceited proud elitists educated by, the prejudice PC liberal USA education system.
Unfortunately, even some so called Catholic schools have joined the liberal epidemic.
Nobody is as well educated or as wise as the fallen angel, Lucifer. What good did it do him?
The pursuit of the, “New World Order”, and the Culture of Death is presently destroying the Family Unit, which Our
Holy Mother predicted. She also predicted, “In the End My Immaculate Heart Will Triumph.” Be happy, trusting,
keep a good sense of humor, we win in the end.

“Without God, there is no virtue because there’s no prompting of the conscience.
And without God, democracy will not and cannot long endure. If we ever forget that we’re
one nation under God, then we will be a nation gone under.”
						 			Pres. Ronald Reagan
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The Public School abuse issue was studied by,
Dr. Charol Shakeshaft, of Hofstra University, in a study
done for the United Sates Department of Education in
2004. This problem, is rarely if ever discussed, in the
Liberal News Media. Why?

Protestant Clergy Abuse
One of the most striking aspects of the Protestant clergy sex
abuse pattern is that most people don’t realize it’s a pattern.
The Catholic Church has taken a well-deserved beating,
yet equally egregious violations by Protestant clergy fail to
generate the same level of outrage. Why?
In 1990 the “Freedom from Religion Foundation”, issued a
study on pedophilia by clergy. At that time two clergy per
week were being arrested in North America for sex crimes
against children, 58% of them were Protestant.
( Huffpost - Contributor, psychologist, Valerie Tarico, author of , many
books, “Former Evangelical Looks at Old Beliefs in a New Light” …
her other articles can be found at Awaypoint.Wordpress.com)

Why is the Protestant abuse overlooked and the Catholic
abuse exploited?

The Catholic Church is easier to think of as a monolithic
entity. This makes it easier for the liberal press to
cohere the incidents of abuse into a single story cover up, a
conspiracy which is very appealing, as compared, to the
basic Protestant population in America.
It therefore
becomes solely a Catholic abuse problem. Plus, the
Catholic Centralized Hierarchy have Big Pockets to go
after by offenders.
NEW YORK TIMES REPORTS, Nashville, June 16, 2007 (AP):
Three companies that insure a majority of Protestant
churches say they typically receive upward of 260 reports
a year of children younger than 18 being sexually abused
by members of the clergy. Protestant numbers are
harder to come by because the denominations are less
centralized and many are independent. This makes the
actual total difficult to actualize.
(3 Insurance Companies: Church Mutual, Guide One, Brotherhood
Mutual)

This once again proves, that clergy sex abuse is not
exclusively Catholic, but all religious churches and
synagogues have the same problems.
SEX ABUSE BY HIGH LEVEL JEWISH CLERGY
The NetFlix documentary, ONE OF US, released
in 2017 exposed how Jewish leaders kept secret the
flagrant abuse by Jewish clerics allowing 1 out of
every 5 ultra-orthodox Jews to be abused. The film is
also mentioning how the New York Times uncovered
at least 60 pedophiles and predators that were being
protected by powerful Jewish politicians and lawyers,
and advising “Rabbi-Whistleblowers”, they are acting
contrary to Jewish Law.
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